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High-security fencing is often a property’s first line of defense against outside 
threats, theft, vandalism and unwanted access. From government facilities, 
municipal complexes and utility operations to distribution centers and other 
commercial entities, fencing systems that support a high level of security are 
leveraged for many of today’s structures and grounds. Because there’s a wide range 
of high-security fencing applications, types, materials and features, it’s important to 
take an informed approach before jumping into the installation process. 

Because building a system designed to protect people, property and intellectual 
assets starts with understanding the many factors surrounding high-security 
fencing, this guide explores some critical areas of consideration to help form a 
clearer perspective.

When it comes to common applications for high-security fencing, like military bases 
and offices, airports, power and chemical plants, correctional facilities, schools, 
municipal buildings, utility substations and more, it’s vital to take the special 
requirements for these fencing designs and installations very seriously. In order for 
a fencing system to achieve its intended security purposes, it should focus on the 
following qualities:

Essential Requirements for 
High-Security Fencing
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The strength of a high-security fence is generally determined by its construction, 
which impacts how difficult it will be to cut, break or otherwise penetrate, and how 
well it will maintain its rigidity when struck with extreme force. In terms of strength, 

HIGH-LEVEL STRENGTH

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/
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For a fencing system to realistically and reliably secure a facility and deter intruders, 
it must be designed accordingly. That means it should not feature footholds or 
spacing that make climbing or scaling a possibility, and the assembly should not 
include fastening options that can be undone. There are also considerations for 
single versus double-row fencing solutions, and the height specifications must 
satisfy the property’s unique needs.

SENSIBLE DESIGN

steel is one of the most formidable of the materials available. While aluminum 
can be considered a strong metal, steel remains a stronger choice for security 
applications. Concrete may also be a viable option, depending on the specific 
needs of the property.

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/


A fence’s ability to resist corrosion against the elements and remain functional over 
time is another major factor in high-security applications. Therefore, it’s necessary 
to understand which materials and coatings are most susceptible to rust, and what’s 
best suited to maintain material integrity even in the face of conditions like humidity, 
extreme temperatures and wind. Lifespan and maintenance needs will be an integral 
part of choosing the most appropriate high-security fencing system for a property or 
facility.

DURABILITY

A fencing system is always more secure when it is fortified by add-on features 
that deter intrusion and streamline monitoring. Some elements to consider include 
barbed wire, barbed tape or concertina wire; lighting and surveillance in the form 
of security cameras; omitted top rails and anchored bottom rails; and gates and 
sensors with access control systems. These types of features can help maximize a 
facility’s security approach and afford greater peace of mind.

ADDED SECURITY FEATURES
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In an effort to protect assets and people from a number of security risks, perimeter 
fencing serves as a primary defense mechanism. Some of the most common 
variations of perimeter fencing for high-security applications include:

PERIMETER FENCING

Not all security fencing systems and materials are created equal, so when seeking to 
fortify vulnerable entities, it’s important to opt for products that are durable, difficult 
or impossible to climb and penetrate, effective against environmental forces and 
applicable to your specific security needs. Following is a basic breakdown of the 
most suitable high-security fencing systems based on type and variation.

Ideal Types & Variations of 
High-Security Fencing
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A top contender for high-security applications. Mesh panels boast a firm structure 
and smooth surface. Combining high-quality, low-carbon steel, stainless steel and 
aluminum alloy steel, mesh can be PVC coated or galvanized to resist corrosion and 
weathering. Mesh is designed with unique spacing to safeguard against climbing 
and resist penetration. AMICO®, the world’s largest producer of meshes for security, 
offers the AMIGUARD® 7000 High Security Expanded Steel Mesh. This product goes 
through a process of slitting and stretching a metal sheet to form the desired style. 
It has strands and intersecting strands called bonds forming a sharp angle to the 
original plane of the solid sheet, which creates a unique pattern and allows a single 
sheet of metal to be processed into several sheets of High Security Mesh Panels. 
These panels are well suited for ensuring critical protection in a high-security setting.

MESH PANELS

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/
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Consisting of vertical steel pales (constructed from hot and cold rolled steel) 
secured to horizontal rails and mounted to support posts. Palisade fencing is 
a particularly effective deterrent for intrusion and vandalism, as it exudes an 
intimidating visual presence, lacks footholds, is resistant to cutting and features the 
advantage of height as well as the option for spikes at the top. This fencing option is 
strong, versatile, durable and low maintenance.

PALISADE

Highly impenetrable, nearly impossible to scale and capable of withstanding winds 
of hurricane proportions. Precast concrete walls are engineered systems often 
leveraged in cases where protection against ballistics and projectiles is necessary. 
Foundations are drilled and set for the concrete posts before placing premade 
concrete panels in between. Solid concrete fences are particularly ideal against 
threats to critical assets and have the added benefit of sound reduction.

CONCRETE

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/
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Usually more suitable for certain commercial applications than for those facing the 
highest-level security risks. Chain link is typically constructed from galvanized steel 
and can be coated in vinyl for extra protection. This material is particularly weather-
resistant, featuring durability against heat, cold and moisture. A low-maintenance, 
low-cost option, chain link can be reinforced with barbed or razor wire for a higher 
degree of security.

CHAIN LINK

Even with a high standard of perimeter fencing in place, there may be risks within the 
confines of a property or facility that require interior enclosure and caging solutions. 
To impede intruders that have breached a perimeter, and/or to hinder the efforts of 
internal personnel who may be inclined to steal, indoor enclosures and cages add 
an additional barrier of protection. These types of offerings not only enable added 
security for valuable items, but also help protect workers from dangerous materials 
and assist in organizing large, complex spaces.

Mesh cages are particularly effective at 
thwarting internal theft and external threats 
to valuable machinery, equipment and 
inventory. Given the beneficial properties of 
mesh, this type of system has the stability, 
resilience and durability to safeguard against 
break-ins and intrusion. Chain link is another 
popular type of interior enclosure used for 
these purposes. Often, indoor enclosures 
and cages are equipped with access controls 
to further monitor and secure the space.

INDOOR ENCLOSURES & CAGES

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/
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Guard rails are sometimes leveraged 
within property lines or interior areas 
so as to keep the space safe and 
productive, particularly where hazardous 
materials or machinery could cause 
property damage or injury. The use 
of guard rails in these applications 
helps to protect people and improve 
maneuverability, and they can be a 
substantial way to offset the danger 
of crime-related breaches, especially 
those involving vehicular impact.

GUARD RAILS

Use of Access Control Systems 
& Automated Gates 
Keeping track of the people and vehicles entering and exiting a secure location can 
be a challenging effort in the midst of ensuring the safety of employees and visitors 
as well as physical and intellectual property. Critical security gates and access 
control systems enable government and commercial entities to protect these assets, 
mitigate theft, document specific comings and goings, allow individual access to 
multiple buildings or areas, minimize the complexity of access processes and foster 
overall peace of mind.

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/


This is accomplished through evolved technology and product offerings that make 
security much more accessible and seamless than before. Whereas automated 
access and gate systems were once controlled by landline telephones programmed 
at the hardware or keypad level, advancements have enabled these systems to 
overcome the challenges of limited visibility, lack of remote access and the need for 
in-person device programming.

Today, gated access control systems are powered by internet connections or 
cellular networks and typically leverage keycards and/or individual pin codes (or 
even biometrics and scanners where the highest levels of security are required) 
for access. An electronically locked door or gate is connected to an access control 
server or IP network, and when the proper credential is entered or swiped, an 
electronic signal is sent to the door or gate, unlocking and opening it to enable entry 
for authorized entities.
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Advanced features also include:

• Remote control from web browser or mobile device application

• Built-in cameras for recording or capturing photos

• Streaming video of entry & exit points

• Transaction records of ongoing gate activity, including time & date stamps

• Video and IP intercom systems 
 

When dealing with high-security applications, it’s important to understand what 
options are available for a property’s specific needs. Some of the most common 
types of remote access gates include swing gates, slide gates, vertical lift gates, 
vertical pivot lift gates, drop arm barriers and pedestrian gates.

To ensure safety with regard to automated security gates, accident and injury 
prevention is managed via sensors and mechanisms that can detect objects in the 
gate’s path or resistance as the doors are closing. The International Building Code 
(IBC) and International Fire Code (IFC) require automated vehicular gates to comply 
with the provisions of UL325 and ASTM F2200.

High-Security Fencing System 
Planning & Installation
As you plan for the installation of a high-security fencing system, it’s essential to ask 
some fundamental questions to help shape the decision-making outcomes.

1 Where will your building or property require visibility or necessary vantage 
points?

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/
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3 What are the local site conditions, including aspects like wind and geotechnical 
influences?

6 How many access points are required, and where do you anticipate their 
placement?

8 Are there site grading concerns that necessitate efforts to deal with unevenness 
or sloping?

10 What height specifications meet your security needs, and what local permitting 
actions are required to comply with height restrictions?

9 What lighting issues, if any, will need to be addressed?

7 Will there be a need for ground shock-resistant embankment structures?

5 Does your perimeter structure need to be able to resist vehicular impact?

4 What is the total physical scale of the property and extent of daily traffic?

2 Is there a need or desire for the high-security fencing to blend in with its 
surroundings or have a particular visual appeal?

https://www.rutkoskifencing.com/
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Given these questions, as well as the need for an installation process that is both 
smooth and safe, it’s critical to partner with a professional company experienced 
in a variety of installation procedures and construction methods. With the right 
partnership, you have the advantage of expert recommendations on specific system 
applications, site grading concerns, creative solutions and the best methods to 
employ based on an evaluation of site-specific details. You also have peace of mind 
knowing the job is being handled in accordance with proper standards for job site 
hazard analysis, safety training, equipment certifications, preventative maintenance 
and OSHA compliance.

Work with a professional fencing partner that has a solid grasp of how high-quality, 
durable materials and application choices enable your high-security fencing solution 
to meet individual specifications, address environmental factors and stand the 
test of time. In both the implementation and completion of this kind of project, the 
work must show a high quality of craftsmanship and a commitment to customer 
satisfaction.

Our professionals are ready to answer your questions. Contact us today!

Interested in learning how Rutkoski 
Fencing can help with your high-security 
fencing system?
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